Remote Programmer Team
Lutfal Hoque
Director and Business Consultant
Lutfal is an MBA in marketing and has over 20 years of experience of running a professional web
development company. He has vast experience both in coding and web business dynamics which is
rarely seen now-a-days. He started his career in hard-core sales, selling computer hardware's in HCL
at Mumbai. In 1997 he left sales and came into software development using VB. In 1999 he came
back to his beloved city Kolkata and started this Web Development Company. He never took any
formal training but learnt almost all software development skills and web development tools reading
books and applying it into live web projects. Though his main expertise in developing web application
on PHP/MySQL projects but at diﬀerent point of time he has worked with C++ / PERL / ASP / JSP /
JAVA / ColdFusion projects. Now he is longer a coder or a project manager but a Software Product
Development GURU using concepts like LEAN, DevOps, TDD/BDD and CMMI. The company has 4
project managers and they are with RP for last 14 years.

Champa Khatun
Director and SEO Expert
Champa is the SEO expert in RP team. Champa has a post graduate degree in science. She has total
20 years of web experience. She started her career as a web designer in 1999 together with Lutfal.
Later, in 2004, she moved to Web Marketing and now manages the SEO team. She is also one of the
directors of the company.

Mosiur Rahaman Khan
Project Manager
Mosiur is a bachelor in technology and has more than 13 years of experience in web programming,
system designing and project management. He has exceptional skill in system analysis and
application design. He normally undertakes complex web projects like web software, Web ERP and so
on. It is not a problem for him if a project requires expertise in other programming languages too.

Nilanjan Mahapatra
Project Manager
Nilanjan is a bachelor in technology and has more than 14 years of experience in web programming,
system designing, layout designing and project management. While Nilanjan is primarily project
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manager but he is a very good designer too. He has exceptional skill in visualizing a website layout
and designing the same. He normally manages informational website development team.

Sujit Paul
Project Manager
Sujit is a bachelor in technology and has more than 14 years of experience in web programming,
system designing and project management. He has a big experience in managing a large system. He
normally works for long term clients.

Development Team
We have a team of developers' work under the 5 project managers to provide you the best support
and timely delivery. They are all tech graduates and have at least 3 years of web development
experiences. They are all experienced in PHP, ReactJs, MySQL, PostGreSQL, CSS,
AJAX/Jquery/Javascript and Photoshop.

Marketing Team
We have a small team of marketing cum SEO who works on SEO and web marketing projects. They
share ideas with Champa who has more than 15 years of experience in the ﬁeld. They are all
graduates and have at least 2 years of web marketing experiences.
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